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The inns and airlines,
chefs and chiefs,
designers and dogs
who can make
everything from beach
break to business dash
a sunny success.
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SGD $29.95(w/gst)
CDN $20.00(sea)
AUD $26.95 (air)
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DESTINATIONS: The chicest spot on the ATHENIAN RIVIERA. Why the city of Mérida is Tulum minus the seaweed.
Plucky SIARGAO pushes for clean tourism. Why all the signs point to TUCSON. Plus a dusty MOROCCAN road trip.

48
greatest

pre-journey pit-stop
Union Station Food
Court and Front
Street Promenade
Toronto
The renovation of Toronto’s
Union Station began a decade
ago and, while it’s not over yet,
there’s plenty to see. The Front
Street Promenade – vintageinspired shopfronts housing
independent retailers – was
quickly embraced.
The latest opening is a food
court where national chains
sit alongside born-and-bred
Torontonian restaurants, such as
the family-owned Italian Scaccia.
Union Station is only set to get
better with the unveiling of its
fresh market. It’s been a long
time coming but the station is
becoming a place to alight in its
own right. — wk
torontonuion.ca
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East Japan Railway’s Gran Class
is the First Class carriage of the
Hayabusa Shinkansen, which
whizzes from Tokyo to ShinHakodate-Hokuto in Hokkaido. The
leather armchairs can be reclined
and come with a desk light and
folding table. You’re likely to drop
off as soon as you set off but don’t
miss the meals, including Japanese
wine selected by a sommelier from
the Tokyo Station Hotel. — fw
jreast-shinkansen.com/granclass
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top way to go high
speed on land
Gran Class, Hayabusa
Shinkansen
Japan
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Lufthansa & Finnair
Germany & Finland
These two flag-carriers can’t be outdone
when it comes to service, identity and
moving forward in a fast-changing
industry. For one thing, Finnair knows
how to celebrate its Nordic roots:
from introducing the Finnish tradition
of Kahvikutsut – coffee served with
a selection of Finnish treats – on its
long-haul Business-Class flights to its
Marimekko design elements. Comfort
is just as important for the Vantaa-based
airline, which will be adding Premium
Economy to its long-haul services
from 2020.
Lufthansa is also renowned for
constantly improving its service. After
updating its logo and livery last year
(without losing the familiar crane on
the tail), the German airline is now
investing in modern, fuel-efficient
and low-noise aircraft. Its new Boeing
777-9 will provide a smart and timeless
Business Class section with flat-bed seats
measuring 220cm, and every passenger
will be able to control the inflight
entertainment system from their own
tablet or smartphone. While there are
lots of updates they would mean nothing
without Lufthansa’s trusty and seamless
service. — dep
finnair.com; lufthansa.com

